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The Comment
Since 1927

Bridgewater State College

The sweet taste of victory!

Candidates finalized
by Search Comn1ittee
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff
The Presidential Search
Committee has finalized their list
of candidates for consideration to
assume the position of President
at Bridgewater State College.
The three candidates, Dr.
Richard H. Ekman, Dr. Adrian
Tinsley, and Dr. Russell G.
Warren, have been invited to the
college for a series of two-day
meetings, with various members
of the college community, to be
held at the end of October and
into the first week of November.
Paul Means, Chairman of the
Committee, announced that the
candidates will visit the campus
for two days each, between
October 23 and November 4.
Each of the candidates will meet
with various members of the
college community - students,
faculty, administrators, alumni,

By David Flannery
Comment staff
In the October 6, 1988 edition
of The Comment, an editorial ran
concerning safety across campus,
paricularly security in the
residence halls.
The editorial criticized several
aspects of security across
campus, more specifically a lack
of people guarding the entrances
at the residence halls to prevent
dorm damage from taking place.
It also indicated that last year
there were security patrols who
walked across campus and in the
residence halls and that this year
there are less patrols. In ge11eral,
it stated that damage across
carn011s and in the residence halls
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Weekend
highlights
By John Bums
Comment staff

and trustees.
The meetings, consisting of
individual and small groups, will
be followed by an open reception
in which all of the community
may attend to meet with the
candidates.
In a letter which Means sent
out to the college community. he
stated that the Committee
"knows these people well at this
point; all are outstanding
much
After
candidates.
discussion, we have agreed that
these three candidates seem
especially well-suited to lead this
College."
Warren will attend the college
from October 23 until October
25. Tinsley's visit wiC run from
October 26 to October 28, and
Ekman's appearance on campus
will be November 2, 3 and 4.
The meetings with numerous
members of the college wiH take
cont. on p. 3

was increasing, while security
across campus has diminished.
Although agreeing that the
editorial brought out a few valid
points, Director of Student
Services Timothy Millerick,
believes that the editorial was
too negative and that some of the
statements were not completely

accurate.
Millerick says that while there
are some reports of damage in the
residence halls, such as fire
extinguishers being emptied,·
glass being broken, and false
alarms being turned in, there
were far fewer incidents of
vandalism this year than in the
past. He state~,"we do have some
of those (incidents)," but "our
cont. OIJ p .. 2
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Victory~

Dan Darcy celebrates victory in the Home-

coming Parade. (Staff photo by Debra Willis).

Athletic victories by the
college's football, field hockey
and men's and women's soccer
teams highlighted the festivities
for the 1988 Homecoming
weekend
One of the largest crowds, if
not the largest, ever to participate
in a Bridgewater State
Homecoming was on hand for the
weekend, which commenced on
Friday evening with a Boston
Harbor Cruise, the annual Sigma
Chi-sponsored bonfire and a
dinner/meeting for the Alumni
. Association.
Also taking place Friday
evening was the building of
floats for Saturday's parade.
and
clubs
Twenty
organizations submitted entries
for this year's parade competition,
with First Place honors going to
the Phi Pi Delta fraternity.
Acting Vice President of
Student Services Martha Jones,
in. an intcrv icw 'N ew~csda:y I ~aid
· that tller~'1WS credit due io' 11more.
people than (she) could even
think of naming."
The parade, which many
spectators agreed was "the best
ever, at the college," featured the
theme of "Striving for the Gold."

See pages 6 and 12 for
more details on . HomeR
coming events.

Arrests dampen f estivites
Aviation
during Homecoming
Students fill local cell blocks
By Ed Ward
Comment staff
Last year the Citizen's Club on
Hale Street, a pop~lar
Homecoming location for Bridgewater students and young alumni.
was asked to close down by
police amid complaints due to the
crowd that followed last years
football game. This year the
club did not open for Homecoming and reportedly more
young people were arrested or
taken into protective custody by
campus and local police than the
cellblock at the town police
station could handle.
According to the Brockton
Enterprise, Police were forced to
shuttle young people out to cell
blocks in East Bridgewater's
police station and the Middleboro
state police barracks simply
because of the numbers brought
into custody Homecoming

we.ekend
Complaints and arrests began

Friday and continued on until
early Sunday morning. Although
there were no major incidents,
according to police sources, there
were some major difficulties.
One such disturbance occurred
at Waterford Village shortly after
5 p.m. Saturday and involved two
young people, reportedly college
students. One of the youths was
charged with assault and battery
and the other with malicious
damage to property. Cour(
complaints will be sought
agai.:!lst both.
Most of the major disturbances
occured during the period from 5
p.m. Saturday and 4:36 a.m.
included
Sunday morning.
a charge of operating a motor
vehicle under the influence of
alcohol and several other disturb- ·
ance and trespassing charges.

These

One disturbance involved

Timothy Weincis of Pawtucket,
RI who was arrested on campus
for asault and battery on a police

cont. onp..3

program
certified

By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff
The Bridgewater State
College Aviation Program
received the certification of the
Federal Aviation Admini-'
stration at a ceremony held
Thursday, October 13, in
which FAA New England,
Regional Advisor Arlene
Feldman declared Bridgewater·
"a partner in aviation .
education.
Bridgewater is one of the
few four year colleges in the
country to have a· certified
aviation program.
Chainnan of the Department
of Management Science and
A viati.on Frederick Sheppard
noted that Bridgewater State
College has the distinction of
being the thirtieth such college
in the country to be awarded
1cont. on p. 2
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Mille rick speak s abou t caIDpus secur ity
cont.fromp.1
damage estimates and costs are
way down."
He does agree, however, that
the staff currently working in the
residence halls has been
overworked.
One reason that the current
security staff may be overworked
is, according to Millerick, that
the pool of students in the
work-study program has been
dropped substantially. It is a18o
difficult to find people willing to
work since security jobs are
unable to pay students that much.
This is due to the fact that less
money is available in the Federal
Work-Study Program. Despite

'By the Wa y ...

there being less students in the that the college, particularly the
work-study program, Millerick Student Government Association,
points out that the number of is in the midst of planning a
hours that the reside~ce halls are
being guarded has not been new group of foot patrols. It
decreased. Millerick states,"to will also be funded by SGA,
keep thos_e same hours, the which means that the extent of
financial burden has to be shifted the program is limited to their
to the auxiliary account where
funds. They are working to put
there is only so much money."
together a realistic proposal
which Millerick hopes will be
As for the foot patrols walking
the answer.
across the campus, Millerick
recalls that last· year a plan had
Overall, Millerick feels that
been set up that only existed for
security within the residence halls
a few weeks and that no foot
is not a problem since damage
patrols exist at this time.
costs and the number of problem
incidents is down in comparison
However, he also points out
to past years.

Mystery Photo Answer
The mystery photo, which appear~d in las~ we<?k's
issue, was a photograph of the pedestnan cr~ssmg sign~
which located directly across from the Bumll Avenue
Building.

Head-of -the-Cha rles Regatta Rules
1.
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The Head-of-th e-Charles Regatta rowing race will· be
held on Sunday, October 23. In order to make this event
more pleasurabl e for those Bridgewat er stud~nts ~ho
Congratula tions-Arlen e Feldman of the FAA. presents Acting President Adrian
will be in attendence , Martha Jones, the Actmg V)ce
Rondlleau with a plaque, certlfing the aviation program of Bridgewater State College. ·
President of Acadmeic Affairs, would like· students to ,be
(Staff photo by Stephen McPhee).
aware of a few rules regarding this day.
.,.. ·
The MetroPolic e will strictly enforce the ban -of
alcoholic beverages,. and ·no -ov~mi&~~it,paJ"kir_lg wiH.1:1.e.
allowed on MDC property. .
· ~'· ·''_
.,.. .
.
Also, there will be no parkmg along Memonal Dnve,
cont.fromp. J_
He also mentioned that tlle
Storrow Drive, or on Soldier 'Field's ·Road, and only
this certification. There are other " ...•. a It
t h e Mayor of.Taunton had written to · students with Harvard Uni.ersity lt> s··will be allowed
·. h OU g h
fooryearscho olswhichhav ethis, aviation program is him when he . heard-:that ··the · -· into residential houses.
certification , but "many are
grounded in the arts college's ·program· was going .to
·. Spectators attending the Regatta are en~ouraged to talce
private schools, while others are
and sciences, -it goes be certified. In theletter, he stated
public transportation! ·MBTA Red ·Lme .to ~arvard
in the Mid-West and West"
beyond
this · in that befo:re Bridgewater. had an
Square or the Green· Line to the Boston U mvers1ty East
Acting President of the applicatio n.'•
aviation program. the Taunton
or West stops.

FAA.~ertifies

Aviat ion

{lrQg_r_~J!l

at BSC
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College Adrian Rondileau

accepted the plaque on behalf of
the Trustees, faculty and students,
.stating that this "was a great day
for the college and its aviation

Airport

-Arlene Feldman
New Engl arid ·
Regional·· Advisor-Of _the FAA

was dying.

But once the college created
this department, the airport began
to show improvements.· "This
program."
program_ generally._ brought back:
Feldman opened the ceremony
the .airport fo Taunton,"
··by stating that the founding. the college _amt its_ aviation · Rondileausaid.
fath~"of air transportation woold
programs.
Sheppard was pleased by the
be "smprised to see how far we
- Rondileau . related a brief
certification. He illustrated that ·
have- come" in the past few . history of .the, aviation program .. ''it takes people .as well as
~
to the members ·Of .the.college in -~equipment and buildings to make
As a result of this exponential attendance.
any program successful." and the
growth, Feldman said. that the
"When: the .college · was
programs at Bridgewater .State·
_ FAA and aviation organizations
younger, ..- a ·Professor of - - College are 'examples of this
. in general will ·need a .qualified _ Philosophy and Religion told the· . · thoory in action.
staff and members to.help ensure Administrati on that there were
the FAA's main concern-- safety.
aviation- companies that. wished
Sheppard also noted that if it
.·Another benefit which the .to have affiliation · with· the
was not for the support -of the
aviation program receiVes is that school," Rondlieau stated. The
FAA, colleges and programs
the students who complete. thi,s _professor .he mentioned was Dr. · · across the country could not ·
program F.eldman _stated that~ Milton Boyle. Dr. -Kenneth · enjoy the qualitiy programs they
"when students come looking for __ - Howe, ofCooperati ve Programs, · . now have~ nor would there by
jobs, it will ~:,those who have then.spoke to.the owner ofone of
any -in the future. "This was.
attended a certified school that the aviation companies. -.
because of ihe standards the FAA
will.nave preference, because we
. ''After much..persuasion," said .sets up foritspro~s.(the FAA) will know that they Rondileau~ "to those who did not
·are qualified."
think that aviation was practical
The Bridgewater State College
to a college basOO. in the arts, an
aviation program was certified,
The benefit, she said, i~·that agreement was reached. II Thus;
because it qualified in two of the
when the students: fill out their die birth of the Aviation Science
:five necessar}' categories. ·As
application , and answer program at the· college..
Sheppard stated, "we ha.d to· add a· ...
questions; ·there·'·wiu be. some
few
and then. the program
1
'bonus questions" which can
· Rondileau congratulated those was evaluated. 11
· o'nly-·be> answered ·by· ·-those: membets of the staff,'faCuity-and
:Feldmmf ;ended the ceremony
. students who have had an- Administrat ion who -gave the ·by· reminding ·the audience ·that-·
. education ·at an ·FAA certified program their support throu,ghout "although the aviation program is
school.
its formative years, and for
grounded in the arts an4 sciences,
Feldman concluded .her speech bringing the program t.o where it
it goes beyond this in
by pledging the FAA's support to is today.
application."
1

oour8es

SGA Final Election Results
The results of Wednesday , October 12 and Thursday,
October ·13 Student Governme nt Associatio n's Final
Elections have been completed. Elections Director Tobi
Crasnow tallied the votes, and listed the winners of the
races.
In the race for -SGA Assistant Treasurer, Donna
Raczka· ran a successful write-'in campaign to win the
position.. Raczka·gam ered 20 votes. The Congressio nal race for the Class of 1989, in
which there were two spots open, was won by Luanne
Kent and Claire Cahill. Tom Magee' was victorious- in his·
Congressional campaign for the ·Class of 1990, ·defeating
former SGA Treasurer Sharon Cignetti by a 2 to 1
·margin, 35 to 17.
In the races for the Executive positions iri the Class of
1992, Joe Palombo earned 74 votes to become the
President of the class. The-race for Vice· President was·
· won by John Gavin. He defeated Lauri O'Brien, 56 to
32 votes, respectively.
·
The·Treas\ lier for theClass·o f 1992 is Loma Holmes;
who ran unopposed , .while the race fo~· Secretary
concluded with Pamela ·Murphy handily defeating Cindy
·Stephanick, 53 to 35.
,There will be ·three Congre$sional spaces occupied by
members·· .of this class. Lisa Clary, .Eddy Tighe and

Marybeth Kuczela were the winner$; ·

.· .

·

.

Thought..for .the Week _
1

· · 1_'Those?who offend llS•arC perally .punished for the
offense they give;. but, we all
frequently miss the
· satisfaction of knowing that we have been avenged."

so

""..Anthony Trollope
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Homecoming arrests
cont.fromp.1
officer ·and being a disorderly
person.
The Bridgewater Fire
department was busy during
Homecoming as well,
responding to a fire alarm at
the Shea/ Durgin Dormitory
on Sunday. The alarm was
reportedly caused by what
firefighters believe to be baby
powder sprayed into one of the
smoke detectors, but a small
fire was discovered in a fourth
floor restroom. Minor damage
was reported.
Friday night the Campus
Center was evacuated by

firefighters when smoke was
reported on the third floor.
The source of the smoke was
not discovered and firefighters
speculated that the smoke may
have come from the bonfire on
the other side of campus.
On a positive note,
Bridgewater police officer,
Michael Rodrigues, who was
working at a college detail,
reportedly saved a young man·
at the Great Hill Apartments
attempting to jump through a
plate glass window. The
young man was in a drunken
condition.

Candidate s finalized
cont. from p. 1
place on the first two days of
each candidate's visit.
The general receptions for the
college will be held on October
24, 27, and November 3 for
Warren, Tinsley, and Ekman,
respectively.
Means said that after the
college community has met with
each of the three, the Search
Committee will reconvene to
review opinions and feelings
which members of the college
have toward the calldidates.
·The Committee~ which. has
compiled extensive background
information about each of the
three candidates, believes.· these
three to be the leading candidates.
Richard H. Eckman is Director
of the Division of Research
ams at the National

Provost at Glassboro State
College in New Jersey. She was
Associate Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs in the
Minnesota State University
System from 1982 until 1985.
From 1972 until 1980,
Tinsley was the Dean of the
College at William James
College in Michigan, and later
taught courses in writing,
literature, and management at the
college. Tinsley has also taught
at Cornell University and the
University of Washington in the
department of English.
Tinsley received a Psychology
degree from Bryn Mawr, and
degrees in English Literature
from the University of
Washington and from Cornell
University.

Campus Police Log
Editor's Not•:
A col11mn
of ukcle4. itav from
the "BSC Police 0-, 0,,.aJiolu
Journal" lt4.r ,._. -"*" llfJ TIM

route.
Saturday, 15 October
7:30 pm - Visitors giving R.D. at
Hill a problem.
12:30 am - Side door at Shea
7:40 pm - Three male parties broken.
Com~llJ u
• ~ MWS
escorted from campus, advised not 12:40 am - Chief Graca requesting
feature. The inforJN.Jtimt incliu:led to return.
assistance at the apartments.
is compiled from the official log
8:00 pm - Report of female in Sgt., Offers. Moore, .Zadok en
of the campus police department. Wood dorm, DK, having route.
We hope that our readers will difficulties, Car 1 and Sgt. 12:54 am - Sgt. Cunningham,
find this col1t1mn interesting and Cunningham responding.
Offer. Zadok out in area of Hill.
informative.
8:14 pm - Wood resident Two male subjects fleeing area.
transported to infirmary, Car 1.
Offers. Moore, Barney and Lyde
8:35 pm - Campus Center reports en route.
Friday 14 October
2 parties stuck in elevator, Car 2 12:58 am - One male subject
responding.
wearing a red sweatshirt fleeing
12:45 am - Malicious damage to
8:40 pm - Mr. Cummings called into woods at rear of K lot.
MV, LGH lot. Mirror broken, for elevator problem. Fire Dept.
1:00 am - Chief Graca requesting
hood scratched.
called, smoke in building.
assistance at the apartments. Sgt.,
):36 am - Call from Apt. 2-A,
8:50 pm - Offers. Roginieliwicz, Offers. Moore, Barney and Lyde
eport of buzzing noise. Car 2 en Barney, Fagan off at Campus en route.
.1.0Ute.
Center. building being cleared per 1:04 am - Offer. Moore in with
7:15 am - Call from Scott. report BFD.
one arrest. (Male, D.O.B. 4/5/65)
of party DK in lobby. Car 2 en
8:50 pm - Sgt. and Offer. Zadok 1:06 am - Subject wearing red
en route to assist Bryan King.
route.
sweatshirt coming out of woods in
1:15 pm - Chief Graca assisting 8:55 pm - Parties out of elevator, rear of K lot at. this time. Sgt.
BFD still investigating.
lockout in LGH lot.
Cunningham, Offers. Zadok and
1 :30 pm - Dorms on lower campus 9:00 pm - Wood resident thrown , Lyde en route.
advised that all vehicles are to be out of Hill, verbally abusive to
1:11 am - Sgt. and Offer. Zadok in
removed from Wood drive and R.D.
with one arrest. (Male, D.O.B.
9:33 pm - Maple Ave. party called 11/7/69)
Harrington Hall lot by 4:00 pm.
about loud noise from Harrington. 1:20 am - Offers. Barney and Lyde
2:07 pm - Offer. Zeiba assisting
Offer. Roginieliwicz en route.
lockout at LGH lot.
clear from apartments. Four males
2:21 pm
Ms. Beckman 11 :00 pm - Left door at Scott is
advised to leave campus.
requesting an officer to· assist with broken.
R.D. will check 1:36 am - Chevy Blazer (MA
a party at. Scott. Graca and Zeiba periodically.
411-HPL) parked in far comer of
11: 11 pm - Fire Alarm - Apts.• K lot has broken windshield.
en route.
3:25 pm - Offer. Zeiba en route to All units responding. Chief Graca
3:36 am - Offer. Moore and Chief
Hill to pick up confiscated items.
requesting help. · All parties are
Graca checking running vehicle in
3:30 pm - Chief Graca leading over. Crowds being moved on LOH lot with two- subjects inside.
road race from Boyden Hall.
their way.
6:30 pm - Announcement made at 11:16 pm - Apt. 1-A, Sgt. has
Hill, re: vehicles parked in fire name of parties who did not leave Due to space limitations, the
Campus Police Log will be
lane.
area.
7:21 pm - Bryan King requesting 11:19 pm - Car 2 sent townies on continued next week.
assistance at the Hill, Car 1 en their way from Grove St.
cons~

...
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NEH's Division of Education
Programs from 1982 to 1985,
prior to which he was Vice
President and Dean of Hiram
College.
Throughout the years of 1973
to 1978, Ekman held numerous
positions at NEH and was the
Assistant to the Provost at the
University of MassachusettsBoston for two years, 1971 to
1973.
Ekman received his degrees
from Harvard in the fields of
History
and
American
Civilization.
Adrian Tinsley is the
Executive Vice President and

Economics at Jam es Madison
University in Virginia since
1984, and was the college's
Acting President in the 1986-87

Pt

year.
Prior to his work at James
Madison University, Warren was
the Vice President of Academic
Affairs at the University of
Montevallo, from 1978 to 1984.
He worked at the University of
Richmond from 1971-1978 in a
variety of. roles.
Warren received a degree in
Business Administration with a
major in Economics from
Richmond, and an economics
degree from Tulane University.

FIRST

Trinity Rep tickets offered
by Enseinble Theater
By Peter Ashworth
Comment staff

Ensemble Theatre is offering

tickets for Trinity Repertory
shows in Providence at the
amazingly low price of $2.
Tickets are available for Hotel
Paradiso, Saturday, October 29,
at 2 p.m. and Sunday, October
30, 7 p.m. A Christmas Carol
tickets are for sale of the shows
on Saturday, December 17, at 2
p.m., and Sunday, December 18,
at 7 p.m. Transportation is not
provided.
On November 12, the
Ensemble Theatre is sponsbring a
day trip to New York City. There

are a few spaces left at $13 a seat.
For more information, come to
the next Ensemble Theatre
meeting on October 27, at 5 p.m.
in the Green Room; stop by the
E.T. office in the basement of the
Campus Center near RG4; or
leave a message for Lyn in the
E.T.. mailbox
in
the
Communications office.
Tickets for Grease: the 50's
Rock and Roll Musical are now
· available. They are $4 for the
BSC community and $6 for the
general public. Tickets are for
reserved seating. Tickets are on
sale in the Theatre box office or
in front of the bookstore.

3

AT THE WOODEN NICKEL
SUNDAY OCTOBER 30TH 9:00PM·~1 :OOAM
BEST COSTUME AND DOOR ·PRIZES AWARDED
COSTUME OPTIONAL BUT RECOMMENDED
21" AND OVER, PROPER l.D. PLEASE
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Viewpoint
Are students appreciated?
It is question of "student control"
Bridgewater are you appreciated?
The question isn't easy to answer.
At first thought, one might say
11
yes 11 , . but after further consideration of the question the answer is
"no".
When budget cuts come, who are
the one's that have to suffer? Who
are the one's that get the short end
of the stick year in and out?
Students.
Students, from day one, have
never been appreciated for their
value and worth. Students are
rather seen as ·a headache or a
nuisance to the college. This
ongofog attitude towards students
has unfortunately made it easier for
administration, faculty, and other
organizations on campus to attempt
ttstudent control". Students rights
aren't appreciated, but more
upsetting is the fact that students
put up with this abuse.
How long must students be taken
advantage of by the bookstore and .
their outrageous buying and selling
policies. They sell us overly priced
books, which you have to buy for
your class. Then in returning the
book, the book has either gone in to
a new edition and you're up one

,_,..,_,~.,,,.oook-or-1'.hey"H-be··so-~enerc:n:ts·-te···

has even been attempted. Sadly
enough, BSC students aren't the
only students subjugated by the
bookstores' high prices because
Barnes and Noble bookstores are at
other colleges as well.
What about the Registrar? The
Registrar causes several headaches
for students. Its hard enough to get
the proper classes to fit into a
schedule that makes sense. But
with classes being cancelled, not
enough classes being offered, it is
extremely difficult for students to
receive the classes they want. Drop
Add seems impossible when trying
to get an Advisor's signature. More
often than not, the Advisor isn't in
or will question the decision in.
talcing a particular course.
Also the Registrar's last day to
withdraw with a "pass" rather than
a "fail is often on the day before or
day of the first exam in the course.
Teachers do this in every department. They will either schedule a midterm and final only or a
few tests and a final with the first
test after the withdrawal date. How
can a student know how he'll do in
any particular course without taking
"··-atest·to·see·how hard the teacher
11

give you a small percentage back so

is?

they can sell it again for another

These are just a few examples of
organizations, administration, and
faculty expressing "student control".· The list of unappreciated acts
done against students goes on an
11
on. Student control" isn't a shared
attitude, however, of all admini~
stators and faculty, but it seems to
be true since all the actions taken
and descriptions made haven't
favored students. It appears more
that in the actions taken in the name
of BSChave favored faculty and
administration.
Maybe there is a"silent majority"
rooting and cheering· for· the
students, but if they ate, they are
hard to see.
Unfortunately, no matter where
we go students are the low man on
the totem pole. Just who is school
for? Administration, faculty, private
business, or students? It looks
more and more like "student
control" is the objective at BSC.

killing.

But when books do go into a new
edition, the similarities. between the
new and old editions are uncanny.
The only major.difference. in the
editions is a different cover for the
new. one. The authors are still the
same. The material they have
written hasn't change significantly.
It is even more frustrating .when
you do buy the book, if you can
afford it, and the teacher never
really uses or makes references to
the text. "This class is primarily on
notes taken on lectures" a professor's comment, which tends to
defeat the idea of buying the text to
the course.
It is staggering just how much
profit can be made off one book.
One might think a solution could be
found or a compromise made with
Barnes and Noble, but none as yet

Campus Police Chief questions'

the reasons behind statements
To:

we have the time to do so) the best we can
do is forward calls through our telephone
instruments when the switchboard is
closed.

Bryon Hayes

Comment Staff and
OMNIBUS Columnist
From: Fortunato G. Graca
Chief, Campus Police
RE:

Your "article'' .in CampztS
Comment of Thursday, October
6, 1988 entitled 11Ring! Ring!

Who's there?"
Please be sure of your information
before Writing such a diatribe as appeared
in the October 6 issue of the Comment.
The Campus Police must attend FIRST
to·. Campus Police business. Please note
that there are fifty-two (52) DIRECT
TELEPHONE LINES to the offices on
campus that can be accessed twenty.,.four
hours ·daily. The Campus Police DOES
NOT run the switchboard. If one calls us
· to locate someone in a campus office (and

In this day of austerity and fiscal
cutbacks-- Bridgewater State College has
been hit HARD-- if you wish to extend
switchboard service you must convince
our administration (which has already done
its best to provide excellent, needed,
service) it is justified.
Your remarks were intemperate, to say
the least, and, as a newspaperman, were
woefully under-researched. If you need
enlightenment as to. our priorities--yo u
and the campus' protection -- I would be
pleased to sit down with you, and with
our personnel, to discuss your concerns.
Such a conference would be mutually
.profitable. I strongly urge you to accept
my invitation.
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Democratic Party needs direction SGA can not afford
By Christopher Perra
Columnist
This year's election is just one
more example as to why the
Democratic Party must change its
focus. Mainly after 1972, in reaction to the Vietnam War and
the policies relating to it, control
of the Democratic Party shifted
from those who believed in the
traditional strong defense and
foreign policies to those who
advocated much more liberal
policies.
The Party continued to pursue

a liberal social and domestic
agenda, as it does today.
However this combination of
liberal social as well as defense
and foreign policies has damaged
the Party. The Democratic Party
must continue its focus on
liberalism in social and domestic
issues, and shift its focus back to
a more conservative· policy in
defense and foreign issues.
It can be argued that the
American voters favor this shift,
when it is taken into consideration that the Democratic Party
continues to keep control of both
Houses of Congress and many

was as liberal as any of the social
programs advocated by today's
Democrats. Which, of course, is
state governments. This exem- why the Republican controlled
plifies continued support for the · Congress blocked most of these
social and domestic agenda of the proposals. Proposals such as:
Party. Indeed, during the second guaranteed full employment, a
term of the "Great Communicator" Ronald Reagan, the permanent Fair Employment
Democrats bolstered their control Practices Committee, an inof the House and regained control creased minimum wage, extended
of the Senate. While, on the social security benefits, price and
other hand, Jimmy Carter was the rent controls, public housing
last Democrat since 1964 to win projects and public health
insurance.
the Presidency.
The continued defection of the
However, his foreign and
so-called "Reagan Democrats"
defense
policies were totally
cannot be ignored.
These
different
from what many
Democrats were the core of the
present-day
Democrats believe.
Democratic Party before the shift
He
instituted
the Truman Doctrine
in ideology around 1972. These
which
became
known. as
people are the, or at least were ·
"containment" by implementing
the cornerstone of the party; they
the Marshall Plan. He also
are so because they represent the
oversaw the creation of the North
mainstream of our country.
Atlantic Treaty Organization.
These policies would never
It was a mistake to shift away
have
much support today in the
from the traditional policies.
Democratic
Party. This is why
Who whould ever guess that the
believe
in a liberal
those
who
Democratic Party of today is the
foreign and defense policy must
same party of President Truman? no longer be allowed to lead the
Truman was only like the Democratic Party. The Party
Democrats of today in social and must be returned to the control of
domestic policy. His Fair Deal responsible Democrats.

In the Middle

Administration speaks out against
Homecoming weekend problems
To the Editor:

,1..~,. ",

1

which are amony the strictest of
any college or university in the
country.

inform our community about
problems associated with alcohol
Bridgewater State College is
and drug abuse. With respect to
;-re£¥
~~fiops~
sev~--.~~.:,Ye,..$,2!HJJ1p~p~
eff9~~§
,to
...
,
alcol}ol &nd othe~ Qni~s and in all
1
m tF tllJN?fiF(wliicti occ~<filnng · insure·.· that ~n, ptu1icip.a9ts ·. ;;it
other re$p~ts~ •the. Gollegy
Homecoming Weekend and is
Homecoming have a safe and ·administration has .the strongest
taldng steps to insure there is no
enjoyable experience, we are
possible commitment to
repetition of such incidents in the re-examining all of our relevant maintaining a campus environ~
future. It is important to note policies.
ment where students, faculty,
that the many major events
staff, alumni, and guests feel
associated with Homecoming
During the past year, this welcome provided ·they comply
were successful in every way
College has been very furn. in its fully with the expectations both
because of "the support and
handling of alcohol policies and of the Town of Bridgewater and
cooperation of our students, disciplinary cases. The College of the Bridgewater State College
alumni, staff, and faculty.
has established an Alcohol and Community, and are in accorThis year's;. attendance at
Drug Task Force with substantial dance with the Laws of the
Homecoming far exceeded any
student representation. This Commonwealth of Massaprevious year, and it is clear that
Alcohol and Drug Task Force has chusetts.
some guests who came here were
been extremely effective in
not familiar with our policies developing worksh9ps ·and disBridgewater State College
regarding alcohol and behavior,
tributing information designed to
Administration

taJcij

Turn down the thermostat
To the Editor:
Yes that's right BSC has gone
modem with two huge saunas.
Where, you ask, are these modem
facilities where you can go to
relax and forget about all the
studying which you must do?
Well the two spacious
locations are large buildings
positioned on opposite sides of
the main campus. Now, this was
done by the administration so
that all students could have daily
use of the saunas.
If you haven't guessed the
locations of the saunas, I'll let
you in on a secret, but don't tell
anyone. The locations are the
library and Boyden Halt
The average, everyday
temperature in the library is 85
degrees. Boyden Hall is the
location for you sauna lovers
who like it a little bit cooler. . It
came in at an average of 81.
However, that doesn't count the

computer rooms which average at
around 86 or higher.
I remember being told that the
library was a place for studying
not for sweating. If you are like
me, you've have just come in
from the cold night air in the
thinnest tee-shirt you own and a
pair of cotton shorts just.· to be
comfortable.
Of course, it has been a mild
fall, is what the administration
will say but, as all of you out
there know those two buildings
are no different during the normal
temperatures in the winter and
spring, not to mention a steam
bath in the summer.
Okay, we have had our fun
now let's be serious. The library
is for studing not for sleeping
(which is an effect of the heat).
Most of us can't study in our
rooms so we seek out an
atmosphere which is quiet and
comfortable.
As for classrooms in Boyden

Hall, it is tough to concentrate
on an exam as the sweat rolls off
your forehead.
As far as benefits of properly
controlling the temperature, there
are many so I'll just name a few.
A major one deals with money,
and specifically, the cost of
replacing the. computer systems
when they bum out due to
excessive heat.
The other reason is the welfare
of the entire student body,
faculty, and administration. Just
think of the money we can save
on heating costs not to. mention
the ability to be able to tum off
the air conditioners in some of
the offices.
I put out a plea to the
administration. Please make our
days at Bridgewater State College
cooler; save the health club
facilities for Gold's Gym.

Gary M. Kaplan

to have oversights
love to know thafthe money,
which they paid in SGA fees
for the benefit of clubs and
organizations, was being paid
By Bryon Hayes
to a hospital bill and its
Comment staff
probable ensuing. lawsuit
The Student Government
This, all because of a
Association has decided to glaring oversight which the
make the Bridgewater Boxing Congress was too b'ind to
Club an official SGA project. notice. This, all becapse the
But one aspect which they people, which the students
seemed to have overlooked is elected to represent them, were
the future ramifications of this afraid to turn down a proposal
which their newly elected
decision.
This event took place during President deemed a "worthy
the SGA 's October 11 project" and requested they give
meeting. It began with the it "serious consideration."
President's report to the
The consideration given to
Congress, when Marcia the proposal was not serious
Medeiros stated that, "I feel enough. Even though one
this is a worthy project, and member of the Congress
that you give it serious expressed doubt about this area
consideration." And so they of the proposal,. no one else
did... sort of.
listened or even cared about the
· The Congress listened to point he was making.
Peter McNeeley~ President of
Is it possible that the
the 'soon to be' Bridgewater Congress was afraid to admit
Boxing Club, give his that Landsberger could have an
proposal of what the club important and valid point? Or
would consist.
is it the case that no one on
The proposal was running the Congress was paying any
smoothly until one member of attention to what issue they
the Congress mentioned the were debating? Both are valid
"L" word - liability.
possibilities.
McNeeley stated that there
Another point which the
was a waiver which members Congress lacked in was that
of the club could sign before when McNee)ey submitted his
entering a competition. He budget/funding proposal, there
stated that the collegiate were no other bids for
boxing organization which equipment; only the ones

OMNIBUS

.

~'(~~~ ·;;;:t~::: ~~~,].~
coverage" to aid in bills which
were injury and competition

figures came.
Normally, the Congress
related.
enjoys being presented with a
Congressman Curtis Lands- variety of figures, from which
berger asked McNeeley what they will determine how much
would happen if the total to allocate. But, seeing this is
amount of a bill had exceeded an SGA project, why spare
this $20,000 limit. McNeeley expense. After all, the club
had no answer. He even stated, was only asking for $691,
"I don't know."
"approximately $700."
Landsberger then asked who
But on a minor note, if
would be held liable to pay the anyone from the Congress had,
remainder of this bill, and pay bothered to add the figures
if a law suit followed: the which McNeely presented, they
competitor, the school, or the would have noticed that the
SGA? Again, no answers.
total was not $691, but $701.
At this point, members of This is not including the $40
the Congress should have been amendment which was later
asking themselves, "what added to pay for transportation
would happen if such a fees for the coach, McNeeley's
situation occurred?" But father.
But, $10 is not a big
instead, they asked for a vof;C
on the question. It passed difference; after all. it is only
9-1-2.
student money, as the SGA
Are the members of the constantly reminds the college.
Congress so ignorant that they
This fact is not a large
mistake, but it contributed to
will permit "I don't know" as
an acceptable.. answer to a the fact that there were
question?
oversights at this meeting, big
It certainly seems that way.
and small, which the Congress
Perhaps they should have
did not notice.
I am not stating that there
tabled this motion until they
could have answered this should not be a BSC Boxing
question on liability properly.
Club, I am asking that
But, that would. have meant Congress pay more attention
possible
future
attending a future meeting for a to
longer period of time than they ramifications, and not what
felt was necessary. They may kind of light it will cast upon
have missed Moonlighting. the group as a whole.
That would be a shame! They
The Congress should listen
could not have that. ·
to what their President feels is
So they passed this motion a "worthy cause," but they
without. considering possible should also have the ability to
future implications..
think independently, voice
I am sure . that, at some their own opinion, and say 'no'
future date, the students would if necessary.
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Memories of Homecoming '88
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff
Homecoming 1988- "Striving
for the Gold"- is over. And what
a weekend it was.
The events started off on
Friday with the annual Sigma
Chi bonfire. This event set the
mood and tone for Homecomingvictorious.
This is how the Bridgewatrer
Bears football team felt, after
Saturday's 24-13 Homecoming
win over the Framingham Rams.
At halftime in that game, the
winners of the Homecoming
King and Queen title were

announced. Jim Thomson and
Denise Adamian were the two
selected to wear the crowns.
Before the game, the College
hosted its annual Homecoming
parade. Over 20 clubs and
organizations participated in the
festivity.
First place in the float building
contests was garnered by Phi Pi
Delta, while the Student
Government Association took
second place. Third place was
won by Alpha Eta Rho.
The weekend concluded
Saturday
night
with
a
Homecoming dance.

We love a parade- The SGA display fhelr float at Homecoming. (Staff photo bv Debra Willis).

King and Queen for a day- Denise Adamlan and Jim ThornsonThe 1988 Homecoming winners. (Staff photo by Derba Willis).

A reminder- SADD · reminded students not to drink and drlve.(Staff photo by Nicole Rozanski)

Heave, ho!- Alpha Eta Rho prepares for the Homecoming parade. (Staff photo by Debra Willis).

Light up the night- Sigma Chi sponsored the annual b~nflre,
which helped kick off Bridgwater State's Homecoming festivities.
(Staff photo by Martha Thomson).
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Executive Director of Ainnesty International 'vill lecture at
director of the American Freedom
from Iiunger campaign from
1969-1974. During this time of
On ·Thursday October 27 at shortfall in world food supplies,
he initiated and coordinated much
7:30 p.m. in the Horace Mann
of the work done by private
auditorium the Amnesty International club at Bridgewater State groups and compelled the govemCollege presents Executive ment to take action. Healey
Director of Amnesty International established the "Walks for DevelU .S.A., Jack Healey. Healey has opment" concept and coordination
just this month completed a 600 of these events, which
world concert tour that he enlisted 2.5 million people and
co-produced promoting Amnesty raised 10 million people and
in five continents; including third raised 10 million dollars in 45
st.ates.
world nation~ where human
From 1974-1977 Healey was
rights violations· are happening
program director and fund raiser
on a large scale. The tour is to
for the center of community
celebrate the fourty year
anniversary of the United Nations . change, in which his soul
responsibility was , for raising
Declaration of Human Rights,
from which Amnesty draws its funds for the Binder Schweitzer
Foundation. The money donated
basic principles.
Amnesty works around the went to the building of a hospital
world enforcing their three main in Mexico.
He was also the director of one
goals. These goals are: the release
of prisoners of conscience- men, of the largest Peace Corps
women, and children imprisoned programs from 1977-1981 in
for their beliefs, color, sex, Lesotho. He changed the Peace
ethnic .. origin, language or Corps program from education to
religion, provided they have programs essential for the
neither .used' ·no~dvotiftet!·~~-· es.,·food; ·
violence; fair· and prompt trials water.·. land management. and
health. It was in Lesotho that
for all political prisoners; and an
Healey first had contact with AI.
end to torture and executions in
He was impressed by the
all cases.
willingness of people in Lesotho
Amnesty International is an
who put themselves at risk to
is
which
organization
independent
report human rights violations to
in no way tied in with any
Amnesty's fact finding missions.
government body.
Today Healey serves as the
Healey has dedicated his life to
executive director of Amnesty
helping others. After serving as a
International U.S.A. Since talcing
priest for three years, he became
over Amnesty in 1981,
the deputy director and then

membership of the U.S. section
has been on a steady increase. A
burst of new high school and
college members occured after the
completion of 1986 Conspiracy
of Hope tour that inspired a
whole new generation of AI
supporters.
Immediately following the
completion of his five continent
world tour, Healey has agreed to
speak at B.S.C. In the March 13,
Boston Globe issue there was a
feature article of Healey. In that
article it said, "Jack Healey loves
talking to young people but he
doesn't often have the time.
Besides he jokes 'All they ever
want to know about is what
Bono is really like.' Then Healey
pulls himself out of his seat and
walks on stage in front of 300
fidgity Riverdale High school
kids ... then the most remarkable
thing happens. Healey begins
speaking and its as if he has
swallowed fire. He is transformed
into that blast of their furnace,
stroking his words that arrests the
kids in the middle of their
conyerstjons and commands' them
to listen•..
And Healey tells them,'I
assume that in. the relationship of
free and unfree., ·there is a
determination in all decadent
people of the earth that those
who should not be put in jail
should get out, that nobody
should be killed or tortured.
t And I should hope that as we
look at this world of ours, at
your age you should know that

ate

Bridge\vater next Thursday

Amnesty lnternational's Executive Director JackHealey
the world under 25, and you
should know that the .world in
which you work and grow and
will have your families is your
responsibility. All of it.
'And you should know that the
people of this earth are suffering

Fitzpatrick pleads for knowledge

I ttAVE AiDS
Pleas hug me

~
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I car\t make you sick

·Hug me! - A poster from the AIDS Hotline for Children.

By Caitlin Andrews
Comme11t staff
AIDS: everyone has heard
about it. Unfortunately not as
many people know the. facts
about the virus. Tuesday evening,
the Campus Center Program
Committee sponsored Dr.
Genevieve Fitzpatrick's leture
entitled, "AIDS: Safer or Sorriern
which brought a crowd of about
fourty-five people to the Bridgewater Dining Room.
Her lecture began with her
discussing how the epidemic of
AIDS is similar to that of polio.
Being a nurse during the polio
epidemic, she recalled the public's
reaction to polio. People avoided
beaches for the fear that salt water
carried the polio virus. Parents
removed their children from
schools if another student had
polio. These are similar reactions
from the uneducated people about
the AIDS virus.
The grabber to her lecture was
an exercise in which the audience
received an index card; had to.
shake hands with three people andwrote the names of those people.
l

tat

11orribly, due to governments'
determination and dedication to
damage their own people. And
you should know that the damage
is due to your age and lower, by
the thousands and tens of
cont. onp. 8

AIDS

on the back the index card. On note of speaking of a new strain
the reverse side of some cards was of the AIDS virus, HIV-2. It
an initial. Those who had the appears that the population most
initial "A" had AIDS. Those who at risk for infection with this
shook someone's hand that had an strain of the virus is the
"A" had AIDS, too. This exercise Portuguese speaking population.
showed how an epidemic spreads. At this time, there have .been no
Fitzpatrick said to the audience cases diagnosed in Massachusetts
that they should protect of HIV-2 infection. Nevertheless,
public health officials in
themselves- now.
In the lecture, Fitzpatrick Massachusetts are beginning an
explained that AJDS is a veneral extensive public health program
disease. How do· people get for preventive measures aimed at
speaking
veneral diseases? Not through the Portuguese
casual contact! The people who population.
Recipients of AIDS conare most at risk are IV drug users.
taminated blood through transsexually active,homosexuals,
promiscuous and unprotected fusions are vulnerable to the
sexual active people- this means disease, although screening has
AIDS is also a disease of reduced the incidents of this
heterosexuals, rega~dless of their occurring. Exchange of bodily
fluids is a means of transmisson
gender.
Children of mothers who are through sexual intercourse and
infected with the disease are at shared contaminated needles.
Prevention techniques of AIDS
risk. The disesase has hit a
greater percentage of minorities. that are recommended by
To date, black women have a rate Fitzpatrick are abstinence,
of 13 times greater than that of consistent protection during
white women. Hispanic females intercourse which involves a
have contracted AIDS at a rate. 9 latex condom and using.
nonoxynol-9, a spermicide that
times greater. ·
Fitzpatrick struck a cautionary cont. onp. 8

and
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by .JON CALDARA

Al's President Jack Healey to visit campus
silence, and then suddenly three
cont.fromp. 7
thousands... "Don't be isolated in hundred Riverdale high school
this world. Don't use your students explode into applause.
American Constitution against Some stand up. Nobody asks
what Bono is really like."
people. Use it for people.
"As Peter Gabriel says in his
Corne to the Horace Mann
song, 'Biko:' You can put out a
Auditorium
on Thursday October
candle but you can't put out a
27
at
7:30
p.m. to hear Jack
fire. For the winds of justice will
Healey lecture. It promises to be
just blow it higher."'
"Suddenly Healey stops an exciting and enlightning
speaking. There is an instance of night.
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Lecture held on AIDS awareness
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TAKE ABITE
OUT OF

YOUR TUITION
This year, you can take a chunk out of your college
costs with a part time job at United Parcel Service.
UPS Package Handlers make $8-9 an hour to start,
and there's no experience necessary! There's lots
more juicy benefits, too, like steady, part time 3 to 5
hour shifts to fit your school schedule, full time
benefits for part time work, chance for advance- ·
ment, and a chance to get paid to shape up!
Start harvesting the UPS fruits today. United Parcel
Service has facilities in Norwood, Brockton, Watertown, Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore and Warwick,
RI. Call (617) 762-9911 for more informationon

the location nearest you OR contact your Student
Employment Office.
UPS ... for Unlimited Potentials

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
.. "for Unlimited PotentiaIS
Always an Equa,l Opportunity Employer

cont. from p. 7
has shown to kill the AIDS
virus.
Monogamy is suggested. A
strong recommendation before
engaging in sexual activity is to
have each person have an
antibody test with a six month
interval. Avoid promiscuity and
anal intercourse. A way to
prevent AIDS is through
education aimed at the youthful
population.
AIDS is not transmitted by
casual contact such as shaking
hands,, social kissing, hugging,
crying, sneezing, coughing, or
toilet seats. Some people fear
that they may get the AIDS virus
by eating food that was prepared
by someone with AIDS .. This is
impossible unless the person cuts
himself and had bled all over the
food, and the person. eating the
food had a cut in their mouth.
Chances of this are slim.
Other ways that have not
caused AIDS, but are have been
some concern are: sweating,
spitting, swimming in the same
pool as an infected person. These
examples can not spread AIDS.,,...
Some questions people have

about AIDS are, 'Can I get it in a
health club?' Not unless you are
having sexual intercourse in the
health club. 'Should people with
AIDS be allowed to ride in a
plane and/ or a bus? Of course.
'Can I get it from sharing a glass
with someone who has AIDS?'
No. 'Is giving blood safe?' Yes,
everything is sterile. The needles
are used only once, by one
person. Because of screening the
donated blood, transfusion risks
have greatly been reduced.
If you have any questions
about AIDS, there are some
hotlines that can give you up to
date information. 1-800-232SPAL based in Somerville, MA
and sponsored by the Somerville
Portuguese American League.
The national hotline is 1-800227-8922.
Knowledge and responsibility
is the best prevention against
AIDS.
Fitzpatrick said, "I love every
single one of you as I love my
_own (children). I don't want you
to die." She asks everyone to be
honest, responsible and smart
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Talent abounds in new
records from old groups
Disc Comment
By John Simmons
Contributor
Three relatively new albums
are the subjects of review for this
weeks Disc Comment. They are
Dag Nasty: Field Day, the
Church: Starfish and the Coct.eau
Twins : Blue Bell Knoll.
Dag Nasty- Field Day

type of melodies gets very
monotonous and tiresome to
listen to. Secondly, the vocals
themselves are frustrating. They
are in French, which would not
be so bad to deal with; but most
of the songs have two sets of
vocals dubbed over each other,
playing at the same time. This
can get frustrating and is
unpleasant to listen to in any
language.
With the Cocteau Twins,
either you will like them right
away or you will reject them.
They are difficult to get used to.
If you want to hear them without
buying the album, call up WBIM
(697-1303) and request a song off
of the album. If you like it right
away you will love the Cocteau
Twins, if not, don't waste your
hard earned dollars on this one.

This is the one the fans have
· all been talking about, Dag
Nasty's progressive new album
Field Day. What the people have
been saying about Dag Nasty is
how terrible their new music is.
Perhaps Dag Nasty should have
changed their name when they
produced this album because they
have radically changed their
musical style.
The Church- Stalfish
Dave Smalley has really
changed on vocals. That old
The Church's latest, Starfish
straight edge hardcore sound is
is yet another example of an
gone as well. Unfortunately for
underground band coming into
Dag Nasty, the people who say popularity. Actually the record is
their new material is terrible are
being overplayed on many radio
the old hardcore fans searching for
stations. Fortunately, this does
that old hardcore sound, if one not detract one bit from the
listens to this album not musical talent displayed on
expecting that hardcore sound, Starfish. The album is
they will be disappointed. Old wonderfully produced with a
fans have to realize that the band
fanastic blend of mellow songs
has progressed to a different style
and more up-tempo rock songs.
which they will love. The album
Every single cut on the album is
is great an.d . i.t ~hows. tPJlL,ll~. .,"...,gf,ea,J:. .
.,
Nasty has "grown up" into a
The Church has an e.xcellent
combination of great vocals,
more talented musical style.
Pete has given the band far
drum and guitar work. The lyrics
more range on the vocals. This
are worth listening to as well.
has allowed the band to Look beyond the popular cuts
"Under the Milkyway" and
experiment with more mellow
tunes such as "The Ambulance "Reptile," and listen to the whole
Song" and "La Penita". Brian album. Cuts like "Spark," "Hotel
Baker is still on lead guitar and Womb," and "New Season" are
proves he can still play better just as good, if not better than
than ever on songs such as the "popular" songs.
"Matt" and "Field Day". This
The best aspect about Starfish
album is a must buy for anyone, is that it is really universal in
check out Field Day.
appeal. Any audience can
appreciate their music. Look for
The Cocteu Twins - Blue Bell the Church now .and in the future.
Knoll
Anyone who was at the show last
weekend will tell you that this
band is going to be· really big
The Cocteau Twins new
release is a very good 'bad' someday. Pick up Starfish, it
album.' The Cocteau Twins are worth it.
Disc Comment appreciates all
very· talented in what they do,
however what they do is not the of your input. If yon agree or
greatest, most likeable style of· disagree with DC drop by the
music. This album does not score Comment office and let us know.
very big for a couple of reasons. Also, drop by if you have an
First, the Twins style is very album you think deserves some
eerie, extremely haunting sounds attention. Until next week, enjoy
your music.
echo behind the vocals; and this
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International exchanges are alternatives at Bridgewater State
T~e

College is involved in a variety of student exchanges each year to foreign countries

Bridgewater State, although a tunity to study in a culturally
small town college, attracts new environment. International
people from all walks of life. To students here at BSC are an
the average student, Bridgewater overlooked population- exceeding
is the .stereotypcial state college 50 in number this year. For those
with a predominantly American who have come in contact with
enrollment. To a foreigner, these students, -a wealth of
Bridgewater is a picturesque cultural information is shared.
example of a New England Col-· International students attending
lege-close to the heart. of Bos- BSC represent ,the following
countries: Bermuda, Canada,
ton, as w~U as Cape Cod.
For ari ·International. student, Cape Verde, Chile, England,
Bridgewater provides the oppor- · France, Greece, India; Japan,
(

Lebanon, Mauritius, Panama,
People's Republic of China,
Singapore, South Africa, Sri
Lanka, Syria, Swariland, Turkey.
Another form of cultural
learning is available through our
on going exchange programs. At
the present time, there. are five
direct exchanges through BSC, as
well as numerous independent
exchanges available~
The direct exchanges include:
Quebec - New England Exchange;

Acadia University - Nova Scotia,
Canada; Crewe and Alsager
College- England; Shanxi
Teacher's College- People's
Republic of China; Oldenburg
University - West Germany.
Exchanges may last one
semester or one year, depending
upon the specific exchange.
Another opportunity to meet
international students is· through
the International Club located
directly across ·from ·the Rath-

skeller in the Campus Center.
The club meets every other
Thursday afternoon. Information
on this is posted .throughout the
campus and on the door of the
organization.
For more information or
applications, please contact the
Office of International Student
Affairs (across from the Office of
. Student Services) Boyden Hall,

697-1208.
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Class ifieds
Unusual Ideas to

Make

Money with your home
computer. $3.00 Lb Ent., 30
E. 42nd Sl.#906, NYC. NY
10017.

Opportunities (will train).
Excellent pay plus world
travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. Call nowt
206-736-700, ext. 367C.

Jobs In Australia Immediate Openings for Men

Campus Reps Needed

and Women. $11,000 to
$60,000. Construction, Manufacturing, Secretarial Work,
Nurses, Engineering, Sales.
Hundreds of jobs listed. Call
now! 206-736-7000, ext.

- earn big commissions and
free trips by sellhtg Nassau/
Paradise Island, Cancun,
Mexico and Ski trips to
Vermont and Colorado. For
more information call toll free
1-800-231-0113 or in Ct.

367A.

Assemble products at home.
Call
for
information
312-741-8400. Ext. A-1967.

$1.50. Orders taken in front of
bookstore October 18 and 19
from 9-3.
Sponsored by
SARC.

Musicians and
Entertainers: Earn

Spring Break Tour
Promoter-Escort -

extra
money performing for small
groups of patients in a living
room setting for approximately
one hour. Informal and relaxed
Call Shirley Ezernis at the
Brockton Hospital, 586-2600,
ext. 2543
for
more
information.

Government Homes Energetic person, (M/F), to
$1
(U Repair) Foreclosures,
take sign-ups for our Florida
Tax
Delinquent Property. Now
and/or South Padre tours.
Selling. This area! Call
We furnish all materials for a
(Refundable) 1-518-459-3546
successful promotion. Good
ext. H 44046 for listings.
pay and fun. Call Campus
Marketing at 1-800A-1 EARNING DOLLARS
777-2270.

203-967-3330.

Cruise

Ships - Now

hiring Men and Women.
Summer
can
Career

Help

Wanted -

Work!

Excellent

Opportunity in the
Travel Industry - the# 1

Trick or Treat:
Easy
Pay!

· looking for an efficient,
responsible, and organized
campus representative. Earn
free trips, and good
commissions.
Call
1-800-999-4300.

Send a
bag of candy to your love,
friend or roommate for only

college tour

operator

is

Supplies furnished.
Guaranteed details. Send SASE.
Write:

Brights/de
Box 1190 • Battle Creek, Ml 49016

Anno uncem ents
Japan Career Forum
A recruitment seminar by major
Japanese and American companies seeking qualified candidates will be held in Boston on
October 21 -24, 1988 from 10
a.m. - 4 p.m. in the ballroom of
the George Shennan Union at
Boston University. Both Japanese
and American students are
invited, but you must be able to
speak Japanese if American.
There is no cost to attend. Details
on the forum including the
participating companies and the
directions are available in the
Career Planning and Placement
Office.

Student Referral
Service
Many part-time job opportunities available. If you are
looking for a part-time job stop
by and check out our listings.
Our office is open Monday Friday 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. We are
located in Tillinghast Hall T-6.

applicants and answer a wide

array of questions related to
admissions, financial aid,
curricula, the GMAT and others.
There are also workships on the
MBA and you, MBA careers and
doctoral progarms. Daily
registration is $5 payable at the
door. Hours are Friday 2-8 and
Saturday 10-4. A handout with
details on the event including all
schools which will be there is
available in the Career Planning
and Placement Office.

Amnesty Presents
Jack Healey
Amnesty International at BSC
presents Jack Healey, Executive
Director, Amnesty International
USA. The lecture will take place
Thursday, October 27 at 7:30
p.m. in the Horace Mann
Auditorium. Tickets will be $2
for BSC students and $5 for
public. Tickets will go on sale
Tuesday, October 18 outside the
bookstore or in Dr. Domingo's
office room S214. Amnesty
meets every Monday at 3 p.m.
in room S206.

MBA Forum in

Boo•a
c~ _....work in
business? Tile Graduate
Management Admission Council
will be holding a MBA Forum in
Boston on October 28-29, 1.988
at the Park Plaza Hotel.
Representatives from approximately 90 MBA schools from

throughout the United States will
be here to meet with potential

Summer '89
Newspaper
Editing
Internships
The Dow Jones Newspaper
Fund is accepting applications for
its Summer '89 Newsaper Editing

Internship for College Juniors,
and the Minority Editing Intern
Program for College Seniors.
Selected interns will be hired by
participating newspapers from
across the country for a ten-week
period.
(Minimum
pay:
$225./week). Upon successful
completion of the program,
interns will receive a $1000.
scholarship.
Application
Deadline: November 15, 1988.
For application forms contact:
The Dow Jones Newspaper Fund,
Inc., P.E. Box 300, Princeton,
N.J. 08543-0300. More
information is available in the
CPP Office.

must be written in a speaking
style as it will be read directly
over the air. Once the form is
completed, simply return it to the
info .. booth for director approval
by Dr. Richard Veno. This
process could take a few days so
plan an announcement at least a
week to two weeks in advance.
Make use of this opportunity to
gain free publicity for your club.
If you would like more
information, contact Karen
Coons, Public Service Director at
697-1303 during her office hours
Monday through Friday 6 - 7

p.m.

CareerTrak '89
Senior Job Fair
WBIM Your College
Radio Station
Free advertising is available
to all clubs and organizations
through WBIM, your college
radio station. To channel your
announcement make use of the
public serviC'e--department. A
public service announcement can
be used for any number of college
activities including dances,
meetings, public awareness
messages and many more
activities. If your club or
organization would like to utilize
this service there are simple steps
to follow. Public Service
Announcement (P.S~A.) forms
are available at the information
booth located on the second floor
of the campus centex.
To fill these out simply
include your name, the name of
your organization and both a start
and finish date that you want the
message to be read. This form

CareerTrak '89 will be holding its
third annual job fair for college
seniors on January 10 and 11.
1989 in New York City.
(Discounted Amtrak fares and
hotel room rates will be
available). Companies from New
England and across the country
will be there to recruit seniors
from ALL majors. To be
considered for an invitation to
CareerTrak '89, you must send
your updated resume by
November 20, 1988. Stop by the
CPP Office for a detailed
CareerTrak '89 brochure.

Career Planning
Announces Their
Fall Hours
The fall '88 hours for the Office
of Career Planning and Placement

1

are: Monday through Friday 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Tuesday
evenings 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. The

office is located on the ground
floor of the Rondileau Campus
Center. Walk-ins are welcome. If
an appointment is desired, please
call 697-1328.

Tutors
Earn $5 per hour and make your
own hours. Tutors are needed in
all subject areas, but especially in
Accounting, Computer Science,
Math, and Foreign Languages.
Interested students contact Joanne
McKee, Progress/ Outreach
Office, Harrington Hall,
697-1241.

Public Broadcasting
Free guide to
Volunteer and
Internship
Programs
The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting is now offering a
free guide entitled: Guide to
Volunteer and Internship
Programs in Public Broadcasting.
This 1988-89 eidition contains
information about 276 public
radio and television stations and
organizations in 48 states,
Washington D.C., and Puerto
Rico that provide opportunities
to students and community
people to obtain hands'-on
experience in public broadcasting.
A single copy is available free of
charge by
writing
to:
Publication Sales, Corporation
for Public Broadcasting, 1111
16th Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036.
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B.A.I.R.S. club holds
annual road race

Stephanie Reardon
Contributor
On Monday October ~ 7, BSC
Men's. Soccer played host to
Worcester State College. After
dominating play for the entire
game, BSC came up with a
4-0 victory.
BSC had the first scoring
opportunity when Nuno Melo
took an indirect kick in
Worcester's zone. However, the
shot was wide. Worcester then
had a direct kick taken by
Shane Hassett, which was
blocked by Chris Joyce.
Bridgewater played strongly,
making the score 1-0 in their
favor. Melo made a run down
the sideline and crossed it to
the middle where Tim Carey
took a shot at a touch angle,
the ball hit the post and went
in.
After scoring the first goal,
the Bears did anything but let
up. Worcester rarely even
entered Bridgewater's zone. The
hard work paid off when Melo
assisted Jeff Sealy 6~ a goal

The Bairs club sponsored it's
annual i:o,ad race Friday where 61
runners~ participated, making the
event a great success. The 2. 7
mile race had four divisions for
first and s~ond place prizes.
John :·Jones and Richard
Fontaine,, placed-first and second
respectiv~ly in the men's over 25.
In the men's under 25 division,
the largest group, it was a very
close rac·e with the top three
finishiµg': within 29 seconds of
each other. The top ten finishers .
were . winner Mike Kearnan,
Bryan Lombardi, Greg Smith,
George· Bourguig, Chris Albee,
Chris Sabato, John McMamis,
Brian Bodemer, Chris Corbet, and
Larry Sweeney.

that slipped past WSC goalie
Kevin Sloan's outreached foot
to make it 2-0 Bridgewater.
In the second half, Melo
who had 1 assist and 1 goal
was hurt.
The score quickly changed to
3-0 on a goal by Joe Bonanno,
assisted by Carey. Carey, who
made the run down the side
line, crossed it to the middle
where Bonanno spotted the
loose ball and scored on an
open net because Worcester's
goalie was out of position.
The final goal came shortly
after on a corner kick which
tipped off the goalie's heel and
went in. Jeff Jumper was
credited with the goal assisted
by Mike Corriea.

Worcester's Robert Judge
almost made it 5-0 Bridgewater
when he put the ball over his
own goalies's head. Judge then
saved it himself.
Andy· Kaparis and Mike
O'Connor shared the shutout in
goal for BSC with a total of 6

saves.

Women's Soccer
scoresJ-0 win

By Angela COrnaechioll

The winner is- Mike Kearnan crosses the finish line first at
the BAIRS road race Friday. (Staff photo by Debra Willis)
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Sports .SfiOF'fSWomen's Tennis,

well." Although the .team is
lacking in experience, seven
Freshman are starters, with
The dedication and high time this team will be one to
moral of the Women's Soccer· contend with.
team paid off Saturday as they .. . The .. high· ·$<:oreJ;'$; f9! •· th~

Commeni staff ·
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Volleyball

11

Men's Soccer defeats
Worcester State 4-0

By Paul Cournoyer
Comment, staff

Taking: first in the women's
over 25 was Pamela Marscher.
The women's under 25 also had.
many runners competing. The
top ten finishers were Lynn
Malkasian, Julie Guilmette,
Patty K:e-ro:nan, Kathy Malkasian,
Martha Smith, Karen Modano,
Lynn Zakur, Lorna Morwick,
I.,ori Fitts, and Karol Welburn.
All runners who were able to
finish the course received a free
BAIRS club t-shirt for their
efforts.
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Cross Country

·

.· shut out ~.Maifie··s~~ .· .. ,.;m&m '"life'·afiileaiJ''.~i-ith .·16.W·r!'
Scoring the •. g-0als · for:
Bridgewater were· Michele
Barker, Patricia Comeau, and
Kara· Kennedy. Goalie Leslie
Cotter now has· two shut outs
· on her record.
This victory over Southern
Maine was a big moral booster
for the women as Southern
Maine had previously beaten
some of the top teams in New
England.
Head coach, Kathy Brophy
was pleased with· the team's
effort on Saturday. "The team
is putting in a lot of time at
practice and concentrating

·goals, Kennedy with two, .and
Kerri Q'Rourke also with two.
Brophy complimented player
Julie Dunn. "Dunn has worked
her way up into the starting
line up. She's a. great utility
player who adapts well to the
different positions she has to
play. 11
The Women's Soccer team
has only four games remaining
in their schedule. Thursday
they travel to Curry College
while next week they will be
home for two games against
Regis College and Salve
Regina College.

The Bridgewater State College
Cross Country teams ran a. hard
race last Saturday in the
MASCAC Championships. at
Framingham State College. In ·
the Women's division Beth
Moshe]' made the collegiate
Tlte last three matches of the
all-stars by placing seventh
season will be against MASCAC
overall. Others that ran were Lori
teruns, the first which will be
Fitts,
Leanne Travello,
Julie
Going into the doubles action
.:against Salem State. .Bridgewater .
Guilmette.
feels that this is the team to beat. the match was tied 3-3 ..
In the Men's division, both
This weekend the team travel Bridgewater took the lead when
Norm
Atchue and Mel Gonsalves
to Smith College . for a the number two team of Gates
made
MASCAC
all-stars placing
tournament. Monday the. team and Whipple and the number
second
and
fourth
respectively.
three team of Mimi Comeau and
will play host to Regis College
BSC
were Mike
Also
running
for
Pat
Carling
clinched
their
and Assumption College at 6:00.
Kearnan,
Phinda
Neala,
John
matches. The number one team
Gaivin,
Rich
McCormack,
Peter
of
Pam
Wheeler
and
Freedman
Intramural News
Barron, Mike Washburn, Geoff
came from behind to win in three
Cantani~ and John Stevens.
sets.
In the Intramural Department
Two weeks ago the runners of
On Monday the team beat Bridgewater ran their toughtest
sigri ups ;;µe being taken for the 3
on 3· volleyball tournament. Regis College 5-4. With tough
course at the· Franklin Park
There 'will be men's and co-ed · competition all around, the last Invitational in Mattapan. The
di visions. ·Games will be · on three singles players, Kara runners unfortunately had to run
Monday ~d Wednesday's .starting Carney, Pat Carling, and
in harsh conditions where
on October 24. Finals are Whipple all won. Carling won
freezing temperatur~s. gusty
scheduled for November 16.
after breaking her racket in the
winds and rain fought against the
The ,, Men's Intramural middle of ·her set switching to
runners.
.
Basketbajl league is under way. anqther one.
These conditions, however,
TeamsJn. lead are "OFF" with.
weren't epough to stop .
three. wins in the A division. In
Once again going into .the
Gonsalves ·from ·having an·
the B division the Celtics have ·doubles BSC was tied at 3-3~
excellent race. Mike Kearnan
w9n three and Colossal Man B , Second double.s, ,:Gates ~.and. .; also noted.in having a good.race.
have won two.
Camey, won their set. .Chrissy
C9aches Ed Delgado and Mac
Aylward and Comeau;· third
McCormick ·are ·very impressed
·This Sunday is the Flag doubles, also won. Unfortunately
with the teams performances this
Football .tournament for the cure the first team lost.
year. Saturday ·the runners will Homcamlng highlights .. Rob Charters dodges his way past
The .team now boasts a S-4
of paralysis. Five teams are
compete at Fitchburg State the Framingham· defense. (Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer)
scheduled to play.
record
College.
The Volleyball team has
increased their record to 3-0 in the
MASCAC conference after
defeating Fitchburg State and
Worcester State this past week.

The Women's Tennis team
rallied their way to victory on the
courts of Westfield State College
last Wednemlay.
In singles play, Christine
Gates, Kristy Freedman, and
Debbie Whipple all won their
mate.bed in straight sets.

and

was

~-

BRIDGEWATER STATE ATHLE TICS

Homecoming victory
Football defeats Fratninghatn
Bridgewatefs brickwall defense
held the Framingham State Rams
to four yards rushing Saturday.
claiming a Homecoming victory

for the Bears.
Framingham (0-5) came to
Bridgewater looking for their first
win. The Bears, however, were
not ready to submit to this

request
The Bears' defense worked to
keep Framingham
from
establishing its running game and
their success was shown by the
mere four yards gained by the
Rams. Co-captain, Brian Jones,
led the defense with ten tackles
and freshman defense tackle Bill
Marci added eight of his own.
The Bears' offense made their
presence known with 208 total
rushing yards, 96 of which were
contributed by junior Mark
Sarkisian. Bridgewater's running
game was also responsible for 12
of the 23 Bears' points scored
After the return of a short
punt and 32 yard run by
Quarterback Rob Charters, BSC
had a first and· goal at the one
yard line.
With 16 seconds left in the
first quarter, a pitch to Tom Egan
put BSC on the scoreboard.
Charters extra point attempt
failed leaving the score at 6-0.
The Bears dc~fense in the next
quarter added to the lead. After
interception by Chris Patota, the
Bears were at Framinghams• 27
yard line. Charters then took this
opportunity to complete a 22
yard pass to tight' end Ed Sopp
for BSC's second touchdown.
Charters was successful in the
extra point giving Bridgewater a ·
13-0lead.
Framingham :answered the

second touchdown with one of
their own. After recovering a
Charters• fumble, the Rams used
their passing game to reach
Bridgewater's 19 yard line, where
QB Kevin Platt, with a
flea-flicker to wide recei;ver
Dennis Tarr, brought the score to
13-6. Framingham's extra point
was good, bringing the score to
13-7 at the end of the first half.
Framingham's offense had
trouble in the third quarter. In the
next series of plays BSC's safety
Carlos Oliveira intercepted a
Framingham pass intended for
Rams' Eric Walker.
The Bears then took this gift
to extend their lead. After nine
plays and 68 yards a four yard TD
run was scored by Bob Brackett.
The score now 20-7, was
enough to inspire the Ram's for
one
more
touchdown.
Recovering a furnble,the Rams
drove to the 11 yard line where
Platt completed a pass to Jarr in
the endzone with 8: 11 left in the
fourth quarter.
The Bears not satisfied with
their lead, answered the Ram's
touchdown with an 18 yard field
goal from Charters bringing
their lead to nine and the score to
23-14, with 5:01 left.
The Rams then made every

attempt to put points on the
board but it was hopeless. the
BSC Bears had intended on a
Homecoming win and that was
exactly what they would receive.
Oliviera clinched the victory
when he intercepted a pass with
32 seconds left, assuring the
Bear's win and sending
Framingham home with a 0-6
record.

Great catch - Sean Tiernan (19) makes another reception for BSC in their
homecoming Victory over Framingham State. Tiernan has made 13
receptions totaling 163 yards this season. (Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer)

Fiel<.\ Hock ey beats rival Plymouth State 3-2
.·

By Paul Coumoyet:'.·< .

Comment staff
f
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The Field ~ team can do
no wrong these ·days. Satsday.
BSC beat PlymoutJ1 State 3~2 in
an overtime victbey. BSC and
Plymouth State, . ·.:ltiong. nvals,
have always. mai¢~d up well
over the years.
The

to finish •. Plymouth capitalized
over BSC in the first half by
hustling to the ball, keeping
their sticks down to cut off BSC
passes. Plymouth's hard work
paid off giving them the edge
when Heather Flynn flicked the
ball into BSC goal. The half
ended with BSC unable to
respond to Plymouth;s high
intensi

1got It ... Joanne Smith passes off fo team captain Kathy
McGough to start 1helr match wtth Plymouth. ~ate which
went into overt.i~e. (~off photo by Debra W1ll1s)

In the second half BSC fought
attack.
BSC players Erickson, Manha
Plymouth's aggressive style.
Bridgewater, however wouldn't Wall, McGough, Kelly Byrne,
BSC's Kathleen Carney, answered score until the second half when
and Kathleen Carney all played
Plymouth's goal with one of her Kelly Bryne played the ball off
exceptionally well in Mondays
own, scoring from a pass by
the pads of Worcester goalie game giving their best.
Marilyn Gomes.
Peggy Seymour, in a desperation
The Field Hockey team is now
The game tension grew heavier sweep, hitting the ball to trickle
2-0 in the MASCAC conference
when Plymouth's Gayle Perry
scored on a corner shot, putting
Plymouth up 2-: 1. Then Camey " ........beating Plymouth State was a good test
scored on a drilling high stick
of our ability to beat anyone."
shot late in the game.
Fnrced into overtime BSC dug
down. Captain Kathy McGough,
Kelly Byrne
holding the team together was
able to score the winning goal.
McGough, assisted by Andrea in.
and '1 are going far .. says team
Erickson~ scored from a corner
The second half continued to be
member Kelly Byrne. Byrne
shot by the Plymouth goalie. played in the Worcester end,
continued to say " The only
BSC finished out the .overtime - another 22 shots for Bridgewater.
obstacle blocking us from
and the game as the victors.
Near the end of the game,
winning
the
MASCAC
BSC continued their winning McGough drilled home a second
championship is Salem State,
ways Monday by defeating goal for Bridgewater securing
but beating Plymouth State was
Worcester State. The Bears took another victory. Even though
a good test of our ability to beat
28 shots in the first half. BSC dominated over Worcester,
anyone.
Worcester was unable to form keeping the ball in their territory,
any offense against BSC. They Seymour left the game with 37
played a defensive game pushing outstanding saves. Seymour was
This Saturday the Lady. Bears
the ball away from their goal, as clearly an: obstacle for Bridgewater play a MASCAC game' against
BSC repeatedly pushed their througi1"'~i the game.
Westfield State, 1:00 at home.

